On left Merv (N6WO) presents plaque to
Mike (WBCTEB) as Patrick McKinney and
S i d Johnson (Wg6VWH) look on.
MISSED THE TUNE-UP CUNIC? YOU MISSED LOTS OF
EXCITEMENT!
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On June 20, several unsuspecting members brought
their
rigs in to our
annual tune-up
cllnEc.
Ta
their surprise, they found themselves in the midst
of
a special anniversary celebration. This parficular clinic completed ten solid years of clinics,
each one courtesy of Miguel Santana, WBGTEB.
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Our first clinEc was held In 1977, the year the
club's repeater first came on the alr. The Clinic
took
place
at
Fanon-Courier's
antenna range
in
Pasadena, but w e r the ensuing years the company
was so!d several times and moved out of Pasadena.
Mike
found
it
more
convenient
to
bring
the
necessary test
equipment
for
the
clinic
to
his
garage,
which is the way all the more recent
clinics were arranged.
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Club Meetings: Second Wednesday of the month
at 12 Noon in 301-271. Everyone is wekome
Bring your lunch!

-

Board Meetings: Fourth Wednesday of the month
at 12 Noon in 301-271. Everyone is welcome
You don't have to be a Board member. Bring
your lunch!

-

Newsletter Article Deadline: The 7th. day of
each month. If the 7th. falls on a weekend,
the following Monday will be the deadline.

Your articles, ads, photos, diagrams,
instructions or Letters to the Editor shouId
be submitted to the address above.
Permission is granted to copy enclosed
artleles providing credit Is given to
"W6VIO Calling".

To cehbrate our tenth year, we got a specially
made carrot-nut
cake that sald THANKS,
MIKE";
Colombian coffee was supplied by Elvia, K?"'
she has done for nearly ten years also) md tho..
Merv NBNO presented a beautiful plaque to Mike on
'behalf of the Club. Dan, NGHJZ (who is a staff
photographer for the UCLA Daily Bruin) recorded the
event.

This year the turnout wasn't as large as expected,
but we took care of 13 radios submitted by 7 club
members. Several brand new radios were found t o
have deviation set far too high by the factory, as
we have found many times in the past. It's really
too bad more NEW radios didn't come In for a cheek.
(Perhaps we
will
have to
print a list of
all
over-deviators by name in the newsletter to get you
to take action!) To the Individual that didn't come
because he claimed "if it's not brake, don't fix
it" we must ask haw does he know it's "not broke"
It's
professionally
checked?
Overdeviation
unless
is an insidious disease that you can't diagnose by
asking "how does my signal sound?." Another member
thought the low turnout was because Mew was out of
town the preceding €we weeks and couldn't hustle
and remind us as he usually does.
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